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Introduction
Broadcast is the fundamental operation in wireless network, the objective of which is to send a message(s) from a node(s), called source, to all other nodes in the network. Tseng et al. point out in [19] many applications in ad-hoc networks, e.g., finding a route to a particular host, paging a host, and sending an alarm signal, where the broadcast operation is used. They also consider the characteristics of wireless equipment, mobile equipment in particular, such as power limitation, channel utilization, and energy efficient requirement, which make a single hop communication performed by a long transmission range node undesirable. For these cases, to distribute messages over the network requires multi hop communications or data forwarding. * Research supported in part by NSF grant CCF-0515088 † Research supported in part by The Royal Thai Government and National Institute of Development Administration, Thailand
In some situations, for examples, an emergency disaster, storm forcasting, or other urgencies, a message should be broadcasted to all nodes as soon as possible or within minimum timeslots. The term timeslot is used to represent a period of time for nodes to broadcast. In each timeslot, nodes which previously received the message can broadcast that message and other nodes within the transmission range of them are able to receive the message. A schedule dictates which nodes broadcast in which timeslots. The latency of a schedule is the number of timeslots used until all nodes in the network completely receive the message. For a given network, the goal is to find a schedule of minimum latency. Such a schedule gives the latency of the network.
Without interference and collision in consideration, nodes that already received the message are allowed to broadcast that message in the next timeslot. By creating a graph representing nodes by vertices and communications between nodes by edges (we call it the communication graph), one can optimally solve the problem by applying breadth first search starting from the source. The depth of the resulting tree will be the latency of the network; the schedule is that nodes at graph distance j − 1 from the source broadcast in timeslot j.
In the situation where interference and collision are of concern, nodes will not receive the message if an interference and/or a collision occurs at them. A collision occurs at node v if two or more nodes within transmission range of v broadcast a message at the same time. Likewise, an interference occurs at v when v is receiving the message from one node and some other node within the interference range of v is broadcasting simultaneously. Note that the interference is defined as a ratio α to the transmission range. This is a simplified model which, as we see below, was used in literature. More realistic models appear in, for example, Moscibroda et al. [15] . See also [14] and [8] for scheduling in those models.
When the interference range is assumed to be equal to the transmission range, the interference ratio α is equal to 1. However, as described in [20] , the interference range can be different from, in fact, larger than the transmission range, i.e., α > 1. Therefore collision-free broadcasting algorithms found in, for instances, [16] , [9] , [3] , [5] , or [17] , where transmission range and interference range are assumed to be the same, are not sufficient for this case.
Previous work
The Euclidean model is used when identical nodes in the network can be represented as points in the Euclidean plane and the distance between two nodes is denoted by the Euclidean distance. We normalize the distances such that the transmission range is 1. The communication graph of an instance is a special type of graph called unit disk graph (UDG). By defining the collision and interference as at least two neighbors of node v broadcast at the same time, i.e., α = 1, Gandhi et al. prove in [17] that the finding a minimum latency broadcast schedule with the collision constraint is NP-Hard in the Euclidean model. They also propose a distributed collision-free broadcasting algorithm with latency at most 648D, where D is the radius of the communication graph. The graph radius D is defined as the maximum graph distance from the source of broadcast. S.C.-H. Huang et al. propose three progressively improved approximation algorithms for the same problem, also in the Euclidean model. Their centralized algorithms are based on connected dominating set, k-independent set, and node coloring of the input graph. They claim in [18] that their algorithms produce broadcast schedules with latency at most 24D − 23, 16D − 15, and D + O(logD).
In a distributed setting, Emek et al. [6] obtain matching upper and lower bounds of Θ(min(D + g 2 , D log g)), where g, called the granularity of the network, is the inverse of the minimum distance between any two nodes. These bounds are hold if all nodes are awake (and may transmit messages) from the beginning, and the upper bounds are obtained by deterministic algorithms. They also present algorithms and lower bounds for the case the nodes other than the source are initially idle and cannot transmit until they hear a message for the first time. Further discussion of distributed algorithms appears in [7] .
Recently in [20] , Z. Chen et al. propose a heuristic to approximately solve the minimum latency broadcasting problem for α > 1. Their algorithm is based on breadth first search tree construction. They claim that their algorithm achieves a constant 26 approximation ratio when the interference range is twice the transmission range, i.e., α = 2. They further claim an O(α 2 ) approximation ratio.
New results
In this paper, we consider the Interference-Aware Broadcast Scheduling problem in the Euclidean model. Our contributions include the Integer Programming (IP) formulations to optimally solve moderate-size instances of the problem.
Six greedy heuristics are also presented in this paper. Unlike those proposed in [20] and [13] , where instances need pre-processesing, i.e., BFS-tree and constant density spanner, respectively, our heuristics do not need any preprocessing of instances. As of our knowledge, we are the first to propose the greedy heuristics and compare their simulation results to the optimum solutions obtained from the IPs.
According to our theoretical result, an O(αD) schedule can be computed centralizedly in O(n 2 ); therefore an O(α) approximation algorithm is obtained. Here an elsewhere in the paper n is the number of nodes in the given network/graph.
Related Work
Broadcast scheduling has also been studied in a graph model, where the communication graph is an arbitrary undirected graph. It is easy to see that the graph radius D with respect to the source serves as a lower bound for the latency of any broadcast schedule [16] . When collisions are of concern, a complete message reception is defined as follows: a node has received a complete message if and only if exactly one of its neighbors broadcasts that message at the time of receiving (this is akin to α = 1). Most of the papers prove bounds in terms of D.
Alon et al. [16] give a family of undirected radius-2 graphs with latency Ω(log 2 n). Chlamtac and Weinstein present in [9] a centralized algorithm giving a bound of D ln 2 (n/D) on the required timeslots, even in a directed graph. Gaber and Mansour later show in [10] the existence of a broadcast schedule with latency O(D + log 5 n) for any graph, and give a polynomial time centralized algorithm to output such a schedule. In [5] , Kushilevitz and Mansour prove an Ω(D log(n/D)) lower bound on the timeslots required to broadcast a message for any randomized broadcast protocol.
For distributed protocols, in general, neither global knowledge of node location and identity nor synchronization is assumed to be prior known for all nodes. Each node only knows its identity and its neighbors. Under an undirected graph model, Bruschi and Pinto [3] show a tighter lower bound on number of rounds required for the deterministic distributed broadcasting protocol to be Ω(Dlogn) when D ≤ n/2. In the same graph model, Kowalski and Pelc later in [4] give a randomized broadcasting algorithm requiring O(Dlog(n/D) + log 2 n) total timeslots for all nodes to receive the message. They further consider the determistic broadcasting and show a lower bound of Ω(n logn log(n/D) ) on the total number of timeslots required. Under a directed graph model, Chrobak et al. [11] establish a deterministic distributed broadcasting protocol with an O(nlog 2 n) upper bound on the number of timeslots needed for broadcasting. In [2] , Chlebus et al. show a simple linear-time distributed broadcasting algorithm for symmetric graphs, i.e., an edge between node u and v implies that both can send messages to each other. By letting at most one node transmit at each timeslot to avoid collisions, the broadcast is accomplished in O(n) timeslots. For arbitrary directed n-node graphs, they prove a lower bound of Ω(Dlogn) on the required timeslots for all nodes to receive the message.
M. Onus et al. [13] use the following model: the communication graph is an UDG or a more general version of UDG, and the interference range given by an α > 1 means that the broadcast of node x interferes with the receiving of the message by node y if the graph distance from x to y is at most α. It should be noted that this is not the same as the Euclidean model, as one can have two nodes at Euclidean distance 2 and UDG distance n − 1. The main result of [13] is a distributed broadcast algorithm requiring, with high probability, O(D + log n) rounds/timeslots to deliver the message from the source to all nodes, Their algorithm is based on a given constant density spanner (see details in [12] ). When α is not considered as a constant, however, their algorithm and proof give a schedule with latency O(α 2 D + log n).
Preliminaries
Our work is based on the Euclidean model assuming all nodes have the transmission range equal r and interference range be αr for α ≥ 1. When normalizing r to 1, the interference range is equal to α. We use |v, x| to denote the Euclidean distance between nodes v and x. In Figure 1 , for example, a collision will occur at node B if nodes X and Y broadcast at the same time. In Figure  2 , however, no collision occurs at B even when both X and Y broadcast at the same time since B already received the message.
Definition 1 A collision occurs at a node v r in timeslot j if v r did not receive the message before timeslot j and another

Definition 2 An interference occurs at a node v r in timeslot j if v r did not receive the message before timeslot j and another node within v r 's transmission range and some other node within v r 's interference range are broadcasting in timeslot j.
In Figure 2 , given α = 2, an interference will occur at node A if nodes X and B broadcast at the same time.
Definition 3 A node v r has received the message in timeslot j if some other node v t within a transmission range of v r is broadcasting the message and no collision/interference occurs at v r in timeslot j.
Definition 4 Given R 0 = {source}, a correct interferenceaware broadcasting schedule S with latency T is a collection of sets of broadcasting nodes in each timeslot i ∈ {1, 2, ..., T }, called B i , and of sets of receiving nodes in each
timeslot i ∈ {1, 2, ..., T }, called R i , such that 1. B i ⊆ i−1 j=0 R j ;∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..
., T }, A node can broadcast in a timeslot if and only if it has
received the message in some previous timeslot. 
3.
T i=0 R i = V , and All nodes must receive the message within T timeslots.
The reception of each node will be counted at most once (the first time), and therefore no nodes appears in more than one set of R.
In the scenarios from Figure 1 , in an interference-aware schedule it is allowed for both nodes X and Y to broadcast at the same time: nodes A and C receive the message, while node B does not. 
Definition 5 Given n nodes in the Euclidean
is the node that tried but failed to send the message to u).
In the scenarios from Figure 2 , in an interference-free schedule it is allowed for both nodes X and Y to broadcast at the same time: nodes A and C receive the message, while node B already received it. However, in the scenario from Figure 1 , in an interference-free schedule it is not allowed for both nodes X and Y to broadcast at the same time: a collision happens at node B. 
Definition 7 Given n nodes in the Euclidean
Integer Programs for Broadcast Scheduling problems
Integer and Linear porgrams have been proposed before for related problems. Björklund et al. [1] do so for TDMA scheduling -where all interference is disallowed. Our approach also has 0-1 variables to represent which nodes broadcast in a given timeslot, and differs as we also use variables to represent which nodes are receivers in a given timeslot.
Interference-Aware Broadcast Scheduling
Given T = number of timeslots, source v 0 , set of nodes V = {v 1 , v 2 ,...,v N } where all nodes have a path to v 0 , interference ratio α, and i number of nodes within an interference range of v i , the objective is to find the maximum number of nodes that have received the message under the defined constraints. If that number is equal to the number of nodes, N, the IABS instance has a feasible solution with latency T . We seek the minimum possible latency, so the program below must be solved for T = 1, 2,... until the objective equals N. Note that T cannot exceed N, as a solution with N timeslots always exists: while running BFS, in timeslot j, for j = 1, 2,...,N, the j th node extracted from the queue broadcasts.
The 
Interference-Free Broadcast Scheduling
The integer program, and claim (whose proof we omit for lack of space), are the same as above except we add the constraint:
Greedy Heuristics
Due to space limitations, we only present in detail one of the six variations of greedy algorithms. We define T i the set of nodes which transmit the message in timeslot i and R j the set of nodes which receive the message in timeslot j. R 0 = {source}. 
Algorithm 1 Interference-Free First
timeSlot++ 4: for (int j = 0; j < timeSlot; j + +) do 5: for (each node k ∈ R j ) do 6: if (k does not interfere with R timeslot and new receivers of k are not interfered by T timeSlot ) then
7:
T timeSlot = T timeSlot +node k For IABS, the IA-FA (Interference-Aware First Available) algorithm, when it selects node k, it allows T timeSlot to interfere with the receivers of k, provided at least one new receiver of k does not experience interference. The IA-MA (Interference-Aware Max Available) works as IA-FA ecepts that it selects k which maximizes the number of new receivers of k that do not experience interference. IA-FAM (Interference-Aware First Available Marginal) version allows k to interfere with R timeSlot provided the recomputed R timeSlot increases in size. IA-MAM (Interference-Aware Max Available Marginal) works as IA-FAA but selects the k which gives the biggest recomputed R timeSlot .
Experimental Results
In this section, we show the results of experiments of all six variations of heuristics. We use networks of nodes randomly distributed over a 4 × 4 area and the source node is also randomly located within the area, we vary number of nodes, source included, to 21, 41, 61, and 81. Based on UDG model, the transmission range of each node is set to 1, while the interference range is set to 2. We generate 20 instances for each network size and use the same instances for all IPs and heuristics. Note that information shown in all tables are the average of the mentioned number of instances on each heuristic. Then, we compare the results from heuristics and optimum solutions obtained from solving integer programs. Due to the NP-Complete hardness of Integer Programming and computing capacity limitation of our computer, we cannot timely solve an instance with more than 81 nodes. Note that our HP-XW8000 has spent by average 6 hours to solve IPs for an 81-instance but a couple seconds to run the heuristics. Table 1 shows the depth of BFS trees of the given instances and optimum solution obtained from related IPs. Recall that IA-IP, from subsection 3.2, has more constrains than IA-IP from subsection 3.1. The other experimental results appear in tables 2, 3, and 4. We only have space to give intuition for the proof: if we fill a disk of radius α/2 with wireless nodes, no two nodes can succesfully broadcast at the same time due to interference, but an area argument shows that at least Θ(α 2 ) timeslots are needed. Our main technical result is:
Theorem 3 Let I = (V, s, α) be an Euclidean instance of IABS with |V | = n nodes, G = (V, E) be the communication graph of I and D be the radius of G with respect to s. There is a centralized O(n 2 ) algorithm to produce an interference-free broadcast schedule of I with at most
Proof. Note that the communication graph G = (V, E) of I is an UDG . First we partition the plane into squares of diameter 1 (thus the side of a square has length √ 2/2), such that no node is on the border of such a square. Then we construct an auxiliary graph H = (V (H), E(H)) as follows: V (H) has one vertex for each cell that contains a node of V , and two vertices/cells of V (H) are adjacent if there exists two nodes of V , one in each cell, that are adjacent in V . 21  21  20  15  14  20  18  41  19  15  20  16  20  16  61  28  20  26  21  25  20  81  29  16  29  13  30  13 Let H = (V (H ), E(H )) be the bi-directed version of H; that is V (H ) = V (H) and for each edge e = {u, v} of E(H), H has two directed arcs: uv and vu. See Figure 3 for an illustration. For a vertex v ∈ V , denote by cell(v) the cell of V (H) containing v. For every arc e ∈ E(H ), pick adjacent nodes of V t(e ) and h(e ) such that cell(t(e )) is the tail of e (in H ) and cell(h(e )) is the head of e (in H ). Such nodes t(e ) and h(e ) must exist, as otherwise e cannot be an arc of H , and if there are several choices for t(e ) and h(e ), make an arbitrary choice. Note that constructing H , and the functions cell :
Call two arcs e 1 and e 2 of H conflicting if |t(e 1 ),t(e 2 )| ≤ α + 3. A conflict-free broadcast schedule for H with root r ∈ V (H ) and t timeslots consists of t sets of arcs of E(H ), X 1 , X 2 ,...,X t , such that:
1. for each i ∈ {1, 2, ...,t}, no two arcs of X i are conflicting, and 2. for any i ∈ {1, 2,...,t} and any arc e ∈ X i , either the tail of e is r, or there exist i < i and arc e ∈ X i such that the tail of e is the head of e , and 3. any vertex of V (H ) \ r is the head of some arc in
Claim 4 If H has a conflict-free broadcast schedule with t timeslots rooted at cells(s), then I has an interference-free broadcast schedule with source s and 2t + 1 timeslots. Moreover, constructing the schedule for I from the one of H can be done in O(n 2 ).
Proof. For an illustration, see Figure 3 . For i = 1, 2,...,t, define B 2i = {t(e ) | e ∈ X i } and B 2i+1 = {h(e ) | e ∈ X i }. Also define R 0 = B 1 = {s}, and for j = 1, 2,...,2t
is straightforward. Now we verify that this is a correct interference-free broadcast schedule for I; we note that it has s as the source and 2t + 1 timeslots.
Indeed, the lack of collisions follows from the fact that for all i = 1, 2,...,t, any two nodes of B 2i are at Euclidean distance at least (α + 3) (since the nodes come from nonconflicting arcs of E(H )), and any two nodes of B 2i+1 are at Euclidean distance at least (α + 1). This last statement is true since, otherwise, if v 1 , v 2 ∈ B 2i+1 are such that |v 1 , v 2 | ≤ α + 1, and v 1 = h(e 1 ) and v 2 = h(e 2 ), with e 1 , e 2 ∈ X i , then |t(e 1 ),t(e 2 )| ≤ (α + 1) + 1 + 1, and therefore e 1 and e 2 are conflicting, a contradiction to the fact we started with a nonconflicting broadcast schedule for H .
Next, we note that
j=0 R j since every vertex of B 2i+1 is adjacent in G to some vertex of B 2i (for every e ∈ E(H ), t(e ) and h(e ) are adjacent in G). Also, for i = 1, 2,...,t, every vertex in B 2i is t(e) for some e ∈ X i . Since we started with a conflict-free broadcast schedule of H , either the tail of e is r, or there exist i < i and arc e ∈ X i such that the tail of e is the head of e ; In the first case, t(e) ∈ cell(s) and therefore t(e) ∈ (R 0 ∪ R 1 ). In the second case, t(e) and h(e ) are in the same cell, and since h(e ) ∈ B 2i +1 , we deduce that
i=0 R i = V , as we prove in this paragraph. If v = s, then v ∈ R 0 , and if cell(v) = cell(s), then v ∈ R 1 . Otherwise, there exist some i ∈ {1, 2,...,t} and e ∈ X i such that (in H ) the head of the arc e is cell (v) 
, and the Euclidean distance between two nodes of the same cell is at most 1. Thus we can convert a conflict-free broadcast schedule of H into an interference-free broadcast schedule of I.
We continue with the proof of Theorem 3 We observe that the radius of H , starting from cell(s), is at most D. Indeed, for any vertices v 1 and v 2 adjacent in V , cell(v 1 ) and cell(v 2 ) are identical or adjacent in H, and thus any path in G has an equivalent path in H .
Based on the claim above, to prove the theorem it is enough to construct a conflict-free broadcast schedule from cell(s) with 32(2
or v is the head of some arc in ∪ j−1 i=0 X i . We further partition the Euclidean plane, and V (H), into square blocks, where a block has √ 2(α + 3) × √ 2(α + 3) cells. We group the blocks together into bigger squares, each containing four blocks, and color the four blocks in a group with colors 0, 1, 2, and 3 according to the four quadrants. See Figure 4 for an illustration. 
The blocks are large enough such that, if we use only blocks of the same color and for each such block we pick only one arc of E(H ) with the tail in the block, we do not pick any pair of conflicting arcs. We construct our nonconflicting broadcast schedule for H using this rule, and the tree T H , as explained below.
In timeslot i, we only use block colored i mod 4. The schedule has two phases, inter-block and fill-block, with the intuition that in the inter-block phase we reach blocks, and in the fill-block phase we fill them.
Process T H in postorder, and for each v ∈ V (T H ), keep a list with the coordinates of the blocks where v s descendants, including itself, lie. In a second postorder traversal, remove from T H all v whose list has only one element and whose parent in T H exists and is in the same block. Call T the tree obtained after these removals; it is indeed a tree since for every vertex removed from T H , its decendants are also removed. When convenient we assume T is directed, with arcs going from parent to child. Note that every arc of T H with tail and head in different blocks is in T .
In the inter-block phase, each vertex of V (T ) \ {cell(s)} must appear as the head of some arc in some X i . This is accomplished as follows.
Consider The algorithm proceeds as follows: let j be a timeslot. For each block B, if B is colored j mod 4, among the set of paths {P e | e ∈ Out(B)} which have a reached vertex, pick a path P f such that f s head is not reached and which was either not picked previously (if possible, breaking ties arbitrarily) or, if all the eligible paths were picked at least once, the one whose last timeslot when it was picked is minimum. In other words, pick from the eligible paths in round-robin policy. For a path P f picked for the k th time, use in timeslot j the k th arc of P f . Please note that this may not be the arc from the last reached vertex of this path to its child; we use the k th arc to get a better running time. Figure 6 shows an example, with paths P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , and P 4 and possible timeslot for the arcs of each path.
The bound on |{P e | e ∈ Out(B)}| and the round-robin policy ensure that, once a path P f becomes eligible, in each interval of 4 · 8 · (2 + √ 2(α + 3) ) timeslots, at least one arc of P is used. Thus, by immediate induction on |P f | (here |P f | is the length of the path P f -the number of arcs in it), the head of f is reached after |P f | · 32(2 + √ 2(α + 3) ) timeslots from the moment the first vertex of P f is reached.
For v ∈ V (T ) we let d(v) be the length of the T -path from cell(s) to v.
This algorithm indeed reaches all vertices of T : any x ∈ T either has its parent in a different block, in which case the arc from x s parent to x appears as e in some Out(B), or has a decendant y in a different block. Then the arc from y s parent to y appears as e in some Out (B) , and x is on P e . And once x is on some P e , x is reached provided the first vertex Figure 6 . The set of paths P e of P e is reached, and this first vertex is also in T and closer to cells(s), the root of T . Thus we can apply induction on d(x) and obtain not only that x is reached, but also that it is reached after at most d(x) · 32(2 + √ 2(α + 3) ) timesolts. Thus the whole inter-block phase takes at most D · 32(2 + √ 2(α + 3) ) timeslots. Now we discuss the implementation of the inter-block phase, to obtain a total of O(n 2 ) running time. For each arc e ∈ E(T ), we compute if there is some block B with e ∈ Out(B), and if so explicitly construct P e . We have at most n arcs in T and n blocks in total, so determining if e ∈ Out(B) for some B can be done in O(n 2 ). Constructing P e for a given e can be done in O(n) time using parent pointers in T . Then, we explictly keep for each B the list of eligible paths from {P e | e ∈ Out(B)} in a queue Q B .
Then we proceed with all timeslots in order. Say we process timeslot j. For each block B, if it is colored j mod 4, we take from Q B the first element (if any), and process it. Each time we process a path P e with e ∈ Out(B) for some B, if we add to X j some edge other than e, we put the path at the end of Q B . If e is added to X j , then we start working on B , the block containing the head of e. For every path of {P e | e ∈ Out(B )}, we test if e is the first edge of P e . The test takes O(1) per edge per path, and it is done at most n times for each e. Total time spent on testing: O(n 2 ). If indeed e is the first edge of P e , then we put P e at the front of Q B . There are at most n blocks and n timeslots, so the queue operations take O(n 2 ) in total, including enquing and dequeing at most n times each of the n possible paths P e .
Assume now that the inter-block phase is complete. The fill-block phase is done as follows: any timeslot j, for each block colored j mod 4, we pick a cell v of H in that block which is not reached but whose parent in T H is reached. Then we add to X j the arc from the parent of v to v, result-ing in v being reached. If no such cell v exists, then we stop the algorithm. As there are at most ( √ 2(α + 3) ) 2 cells in a block, the fill-block phase uses at 4( √ 2(α + 3) ) 2 timeslots. Finally, every cell v is reached, since, if x is the closest ancestor of v in T H with x ∈ V (T ), then x is reached in the inter-block phase, and the path from x to v in T H , including x and v, is contained entirely in one block (this is since for any removed vertex, its parent in T H is in the same block).
By putting together the number of timeslots of the interblock and fill-block phases, we obtain what we needed to finish the proof of Theorem 3.
At the expense of slightly complicating the proof, if one uses a hexagonal grid instead of a square grid, the upper bound in the theorem can be slightly improved to 48 √ 3(α+ 4) + 12(α + 4) 2 + 1.
Theorem 5 There exists a centralized algorithm with running time O(n 2 ) that gives an O(αD) interference-free broadcast schedule for any Euclidean instance of IABS.
Proof. Another algorithm is to construct the UDG G and H as above, but treat H as one single block and fill its cells one by one. H can have at most π(D+1) 2 /(1/2) cells, since each cell of H has area 1/2 and is completely included in the disk rooted at s with Euclidean radius D + 1. Thus we can find a conflict-free broadcast schedule for H with 2π(D + 1) 2 timeslots and, as in the proof above, an interferencefree broadcast schedule for I with 4π(D + 1) 2 + 1 timeslots. Now we just balance the bound above with the one from Theorem 3. If D < 10α, we use the bound above, giving us a 4π(10α + 1)(D + 1) + 1 schedule. Otherwise, if D ≥ 10α, we use Theorem 3 to get an interferencefree broadcast schedule with 64(2 + √ 2(α + 3) )D + 8( √ 2(α + 3) )( √ 2(D/10 + 3) + 1 timeslots. In all cases, the existance of an O(αD) interference-free broadcast schedule follows.
Recall that any interference-aware broadcast schedule has latency at least D. Then an immediate consequence of the theorem above is:
Corollary 6 There is an O(α)-approximation algorithm for INTERFERENCE-AWARE and INTERFERENCE-FREE BROADCAST SCHEDULING on Euclidean instances.
